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Paper provides both the information capture and retrieval



Paper-based systems are hard to search or transport





Lag between data collection and actionable information
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Data collection could provide much richer information



Paper-based practice in low-income 
regions limits the scale, complexity 
and impact of interventions.



Important features are lost when using basic technology
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Domain-specific tools are inflexible and keep data siloed



Sustainability is hard to achieve with a small team



Important features are lost when 
using the most basic technology. 

Domain-specific tools are inflexible 
and keep data siloed.

Sustainability and scale are hard to 
achieve with a small team.



ODK Build: Drag and drop prompts for form creation



XForms: Describes the form logic and data schema



Collect: Display prompts for data collection and delivery



Collect: Render prompts for data collection and delivery



Collect: Extensible architecture built on Android



Aggregate: Host data and provide extraction interfaces
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Aggregate: Codebase runs locally and in the cloud



Aggregate: Designs database backend using XForm



Aggregate: Stores or forwards data to external systems



Build Voice

Collect Aggregate

OpenMRS

ODK Ecosystem: Tools designed to fit together 



Build

Collect Aggregate

ODK Ecosystem: Design your system in about an hour

XLS 2 XForms  

JavaRosa DataHQ



“[ODK] is used for patient data 
gathering, and to give an exam 
after watching a video course on 
the phone.”

Johns Hopkins Center for CGHE



“Features sometimes trump 
cost...we needed to get more out 
of the phone and ODK allowed 
us to do that.”

D-Tree International



“It is relatively easy to train 
using ODK...even for people 
who have little or no computer 
experience.”

Berkeley Human Rights Center



“[Health workers felt] the 
system facilitated their home 
visits and allowed them to 
collect higher quality data. We 
actualized higher cost savings 
over our previous PDA-based 
system.”

USAID-AMPATH



• Johns Hopkins: Ease of integration with a 
larger set of mobile and server tools.

• D-Tree: Impetus is backwards compatibility 
and added functionality of smartphone.

• HRC: ODK’s cost of deployment, ease of 
training and ability to customize.

• AMPATH: Need to integrate with a medical 
record system, training and cost-
effectiveness.



Deployments: Over a thousand active users of ODK around the 



Community: Individuals and organizations are contributing to ODK



ODK tools can be used individually 
or as an end-to-end system.

ODK works with other systems 
through simple interfaces.

ODK has a growing community 
using and adapting the tools.



A group at the University of Washington 
exploring how technology can improve the 
lives of underserved populations.

http://change.washington.edu 
(@uwchange)
http://opendatakit.org (@opendatakit)


